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RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1121: Destroyed Businesses 

The modification to the puppets made the spirits obey Sam instead of the 

lightning swan sect and now they are stationed at the vein of the mine. 

He and his team escaped immediately and went to another mine. For the next 

two days, they moved around all the mines that the Lightning Swan sect has a 

partnership with the Brother One and did the same. 

The news reached the Lightning Swan sect pretty early. They didn’t expect 

that in one mine after the other every worker would suddenly faint. 

All their spirit stones were gone. Before they could think of what possibly 

happened, they didn’t let the workers back into the mine, but as soon as the 

workers were evacuated, the puppets moved and went to the vein of the mine. 

The puppets all started slamming into the veins with their mechanical arms 

and slowly uncovered the glowing core of the mine which is the source of all 

the spirit stones. 

The puppet’s arms started glowing as it slammed into the core and a large 

amount of pure and chaotic energy was injected into the vein and the same 

thing happened with the rest of the puppet. 

*BOOM* 

A large explosion of spiritual energy happened to collapse the mine 

completely, there is not even a single trace of mine left there and the energy 

waves stuck the surroundings destroying the hills, rocks, and any kind of 

possible terrain that surrounded it. 

When the dust settled all the people could feel in that spot is the turbulent 

chaotic waves of energy that could destroy the low-level cultivators as soon as 
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they entered the area and a large pile of rubble formed by the mine and the 

surrounding terrain. 

As soon as the explosion happened the officials who are stationed in the 

nearest town to investigate the matter ran over to take a look and reported 

back to the sect. 

Inside the main hall of the Lightning Swan sect, the sect leader is holding a 

meeting with the elders regarding the mine incident. Not the explosion but 

rather the theft. 

But in the middle of the meeting, an attendant ran in and informed me about 

the explosion. 

"Elders, one of the robbed mines had exploded." 

"What? How?" 

The elders were stunned. But that is not over. Another attendant soon ran 

over informing of a similar incident and then another attendant followed. 

Sam and the team didn’t stay there to see the aftermath, they just left as soon 

as they robbed and went to their next target directly. 

It is the first organization the Brother two from the second branch visited. They 

proceeded to do something similar as they robbed and destroyed the mines 

for three days and left to the third place which is the organization visited by 

the Brother Three of the third branch. 

Here on top of going after the mines, Sam went after large fields too. He let 

the Zoi termites have a feast of their lifetime and they made a death elemental 

energy rain over the empty fields afterward. 

One week took the first circle of the trips and Sam sent the team to the next 

target which is the second organization visited by Brother One who is on the 



way to the third organization, while he went to the Capital to get in touch with 

Kiran to get the new information. 

Currently, the rest of the players are cold and are not doing anything. Akhil 

and Donner didn’t even reveal themselves, while Dayus is with Brother One. 

Kumar and Noah are also staying out of business, for now, to see what 

happens. Their plan failed as the blame went to Sam. 

The kids are still here with the guardians. The poison would take a lot of time 

to get out of the system before they woke up. 

Normally, they would have made a commotion at the subordinate powers and 

made them suspect the Puppet organization, but no matter what they did now, 

the blame would go to Sam and they cannot guarantee that they would be 

able to create a proper conflict between the subordinate organizations and the 

Puppet organization. 

Sam got the required information from Kiran and Shadow mice before leaving. 

Kiran is still regularly going to the businesses and kept on using the cursed 

energy liquids. 

The news about the blasted mines already reached the Puppet organization, 

but Sam didn’t care too much about it and he also learned that the squads are 

doing their job properly. 

The probing attacks and the feigning attacks are being made. 

Sam proceeded like this for another week and destroyed a bunch of 

subordinate organizations’ resources and obviously, all the blame was pinned 

upon him. 

Brother two and Brother three who lost a considerable amount of people in the 

previous attack and barely managed to escape went back to their branches. 



But Brother One refused to do the same and currently, he is in the capital 

having a meeting with the Organization head and Dayus is beside him. 

"Thirty-two spirit stone mines, twelve metal mines, eighteen herb fields all 

destroyed in two weeks, and all of them belonged to the subordinate 

organizations that had their children poisoned under our watch. Just what is 

happening? What is the motive of the Sam guy you mentioned? Or is this 

completely a different person and that Sam or whatever his name is had 

nothing to do with this?" 

When asked this question, Brother One didn’t know what to say, but he gritted 

his teeth and bluffed. 

"He is the one related to the incident and he is the one that did all this. Try 

using the family resources to capture him instead of grinding me like this. I 

have another diplomatic visit to do." 

The head of the branch calmed down and said. 

"This is about the diplomatic visit. We are planning something." 

With that, the branch head explained the plan. That day the news of the next 

visit of Brother one was spread rapidly among the other branches, the capital, 

and the subordinate organizations too. 

The news spread like wildfire. 

Sam doesn’t know what exactly they are planning, but whatever it is, he is 

ready to see through it. 

Right before Brother one is about to leave the city, Kiran who is disguised as 

Prash ran over to him. His body is full of injuries and he is in an extremely 

pathetic state. 

"What happened Prash?" 

Prash didn’t reply and just fainted. 



Brother One immediately had his companions take him to rest while they fed 

healing pills to him after confirming that he only suffered flesh wounds. 

He sent attendants to find out what happened and half an hour later, they 

came back. 

When he heard the news, he was stunned and ran out to take a look himself. 

He went to his main weapon shop in the capital and currently, there are more 

than a hundred people flooding it and demanding a refund and all of them 

held broken weapons in their hands. 

From all the shouting he could hear, the weapons are all corroded and 

collapsed only a few days after they bought them. 

He then went to the herb and medicine shop and the situation is the same, in 

fact, it is worse because the repercussions are worse here. 

Many people are asking for an explanation as they could feel something 

wrong with their bodies. They are coughing violently and they are all 

extremely weak and all of this happened because they used the potions and 

pills from this shop. 

There are also some pill makers and potion makers who bought the herbs and 

came to ask for a refund. 

He knew that he cannot show his face at a time like this and since Prash 

cannot wake up now, he called for another lackey to report as soon as he 

went back to his residence. 

When he learned the news, shock is an understatement to describe his 

emotion. 

All the weapons sold in the past week are damaged and everyone came for 

the refund and all the herbs and medicines that were sold are all turned out to 

be rubbish and some people even got some kind of infection from them. 



And the worst part is the biggest buyers all made their way to the Puppet 

organization headquarters. He now understood why Prash came running 

towards him, but he seemed to have been beaten up by one of the buyers and 

fainted before he could deliver the news. 

Dayus who learned the information as he sat beside Brother One, felt a bad 

premonition in his heart. 

He is already regretting his actions in the past few days due to the after-

effects. He thought that Sam would react the same way he did when he was 

labeled as a terrorist by the empire. But attacking the Puppet organization 

directly, but instead, he went after the outer members of the puppet 

organization who are merely subordinates, this didn’t make sense to him. 

But he is already feeling a headache as Brother One started trusting him less 

and less day by day. 

Still, since the rest of the plan is going well, he managed to stay away from 

too much suspicion and the young master didn’t resort to extreme measures. 

But with this incident, he is definitely feeling a bit troubled. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1122: Ambush 

Brother One didn’t think that all the businesses he had would be gone like 

this. The businesses he had with the subordinate organizations are gone, but 

he could still grit his teeth and endure it since it is for the future plans to 

succeed. And the greater the damage Sam did, the greater the pursuit of the 

other branches would be when the two young masters died eventually. 

But now that the businesses that are the core of his entire growth were 

damaged, he couldn’t help but feel distressed. 
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He wanted to rip Dayus into pieces for getting him hooked with Sam like this. 

But before he could even open his mouth, he got a summons from the Branch 

head once again and this time he has to go there instantly. 

Dayus understood the scenario and wanted to escape from this place. He 

knew that he blew the plan up too much for his own good. 

But Brother one is not done with him. 

He called for his guardian and said. 

"Don’t let him go from here. Keep a close eye on him." 

The guardian simply blocked Dayus from going anywhere. Dayus’s cultivation 

is only at the Peak stage Pre-transcendent level of the Astral Plane. There is 

no way he could contend with a guardian at Late stage transcendent level. 

He could only stay down calmly. 

Brother One went to the branch head and came back after an hour. 

His face is gloomy and he is clearly angered by something. But he didn’t 

speak of what happened as he called for his entourage. 

"We are going to the last visit. Let’s go." 

The guardian frowned and asked. 

"Young Master, the current situation is not good. We need to remedy the 

situation with the armory and the medicines." 

"I know that too. But due to my incompetence, the businesses were 

’temporarily taken over by the organization and I will be ’supervised’ by a 

special trainer who is already experienced in the business." 

The guardian became furious after hearing this. He is the guardian that is only 

loyal to Brother One and not the puppet organization. He has seen the young 

man try his best to grow these businesses with his blood and sweat. 



But now they are trying to devour him because of one mistake. 

He really wanted to beat the crap out of everyone there. 

While he is thinking Brother One continued. 

"Apart from that, the organization already made a special plan in the last 

location, they cannot withdraw it now. So, we need to go there no matter 

what." 

With that, all of them moved and Dayus was specially escorted while the 

guardian held his hand. He didn’t even let go when they are in public. 

Dayus knew he was in trouble. 

They went to the visit and are going to stay there are for a few days. 

After arriving at the location once again the news was spread. Even though 

they are both far away, the news was even spread in the capital. 

Sam couldn’t help but smile at the tricks of the puppet organization. They are 

so desperately trying to lure him that they didn’t even bother covering up their 

desperation. 

But Sam didn’t care, because he has his own plan this time. And he is even 

bringing Tamas and Vidyut who were stationed to help with Kiran with him. 

Kiran was left alone. So, Sam gave him a bunch of transference scrolls and 

liquid energy cells, and so on. Anyway, Kiran is the master of disguise and 

escape. So, he is not completely worried. 

As soon as squad 2 which is responsible for the final feigning attack was 

moved, Sam also moved. This time he didn’t wait for the young master to 

depart from there and went after one mine after another with the team. When 

they arrived at the last target mine, they finally understood what the other 

party’s plan is. 



They stationed a special group of puppet masters in that area to deal with 

them. 

Sam didn’t want to get into a fight with them as a bunch of Peak stage 

transcendent cultivators of Astral Plane are not that easy to mess with and he 

cannot confront them directly. Not after what he had in plan. 

He took out a few puppets he recently made and started placing them around 

the mine area. 

There are ten of them in total. After placing them, the team just sat back and 

got ready to watch the show. 

Sam closed his eyes as he sat down on the ground and controlled his crystal 

table. 

He activated the puppets through it. 

The puppets are in the shape of a spider and as soon as they activated their 

legs started moving with the eyes glowing. The ten metallic spiders started 

moving around. The people hiding in the ambush don’t know about this and 

are still waiting for Sam and others to come. 

From the previous investigation, they learned that Sam uses something to 

make people faint. They disguised themselves and waited in ambush as soon 

as the miners faint, they will make a move. 

But what they don’t know is that Sam makes a clear investigation before he 

could even make a move and see if there are any anomalies. 

And here these guys are the anomalies. 

So, he is using a different method. 

After spiders crawled to their desired locations, all the legs lodged into the 

ground and the head of the spider opened. 



A barrel with a diameter of a few inches protruded and something is glowing in 

the middle of it. 

Instantly light elemental energy beams were shot out of the barrel. 

The ten people lying in the ambush noticed the sudden sense of danger but 

they were unable to react in time. So, they could only use their puppets to 

defend themselves. 

The puppets were met with the continuous light energy beam that was shot 

towards them. 

All the people that are lying in the ambush were targeted by either one of two 

light elemental beams. 

Before they could make sense of the situation, the light elemental beam was 

diverted towards them leaving a large molten cut on the puppet’s body. They 

tried to block the beams with the help of rocks and another natural terrain, but 

nothing stopped the light elemental beam which acted like a laser beam. 

The ambush was completely gone and the puppet organization members are 

trying to dodge the laser beam. 

They took out their spare puppets and used them as an extra layers of shields 

while they hid behind them and started communicating. 

One of them used a flying bird puppet to levitate and get a glimpse of what is 

attacking them. 

When he noticed the locations of the spiders which are not properly visible 

due to the white light surrounding them, was already being targeted by the 

light beams, so he hurriedly descended but lost the bird puppet in the process. 

After landing the puppet masters started discussing and decided on 

something. 



One of them took out a large puppet that looked like a giant elephant, but with 

a much fatter and larger trunk. It raised the trust in one direction. The hollow 

trunk suddenly shot out something. 

It looked like a metallic ball and flew in a large parabola before landing near 

the spider puppet. 

The ball opened up to reveal a beetle puppet which moved towards the spider 

puppet and started using its mouth to tear the spider puppet apart. 

But one of the legs moved and slashed down the bug puppet instantly. 

Sam looked at the whole scene and was surprised. The giant elephant puppet 

kept on shooting these bugs in different directions. He couldn’t help but be 

impressed by the tactics and the skills of the other party. 

Even though the bug puppets are weak, they are still numbered greatly, it is 

not easy for Sam’s puppets to deal with them while shooting constantly. So, 

he would be forced to attack the elephant puppet which seemed to have more 

defenses, even if he changed the focus of one puppet, then the people would 

have a chance to take a breather. One puppet master will escape and the 

situation would change. 

But Sam didn’t bother to do that as he called for Vidyut and Night Ghost. 

He really didn’t think he can deal with the puppet masters by himself with a 

few puppets, he merely wanted to test them as well as create a distraction 

and now that the distraction is successful, it is about time he launched the real 

attack. 

Sam changed one of the spider puppet’s aims and targeted the elephant. 

The puppet master immediately moved with his puppet as he moved towards 

that spider puppet to deal with it. 



At this moment, Vidyut shot a cursed arrow at the moving puppet master while 

Sam redirected the aim of the spider puppet to him. 

Sensing the threat from two different sides, he immediately became alert and 

got ready to defend himself, at this moment, Night ghost appeared from his 

hiding and used the soul binding technique making him unable to move. 

The cursed arrow and the light elemental beam nodded, leaving a burned 

flesh wound as well as the curse that would cause unstoppable bleeding and 

sleep at the same time. 

Night Ghost immediately left the spot as fast as he came and ran. 

The rest of the puppet masters are all agitated by one of them falling and they 

took the risk to save his life. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1123: Suspicion 

Half an hour later, the puppet masters all fainted as they lost a lot of blood. 

Sam and the team went there and collected them into the chessboard. 

This time, the battle is a lot easier than Sam had originally thought. Once their 

puppets are kept busy, there is nothing they could. And since they were 

caught by surprise, it only became easier. 

After they were done, Sam and the team proceeded with the usual bombing of 

the mine and went back to the city. 

There is only one more step left in this part of the plan. 

"Get ready for the battle." 

They went back to the city where their next target is currently staying. 

Dayus is currently feeling extremely stressed. Since the incident in the capital 

of the Puppet organization in which Brother One lost all his assets, he didn’t 
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speak with Dayus again. But every time he looked at him, Dayus could feel 

the coldness. 

He knew that he already fell out of favor. He is currently praying Zeus so that 

Sam would be caught by Brother One and he would take over Sam’s assets to 

cover his loss. In that way, he could escape the wrath or at least save himself 

a bit. 

He really wished that the plan of the puppet organization would succeed. 

As he thought of this, a sudden intrusion of an attendant running into the room 

made him come out of his daze. 

He looked at the large table filled with all kinds of dishes as Brother One ate 

and awkwardly talked with the young master of the current organization they 

are in. 

This is the banquet organized by the subordinate organization and there are a 

lot of people at the long table. 

He looked at the attendant who is whispering something to the head of the 

organization. 

He looked at Brother One and said. 

"The ambush at the mine has failed. The mine was bombed." 

When Brother One heard this, he was stunned. That mine ambush was their 

last hope, now it was also lost. He looked at Dayus with a cold gaze. He really 

wants to rip this guys face off. 

Looking Brother One’s expression, the head spoke. 

"You don’t have to worry too much young master. Since there is a backup 

plan, we can just use it. The first branch leader already gave the instructions 

to me." 



Brother One was stunned. 

"What Back up Plan?" He didn’t know anything about it. The Branch leader 

didn’t inform him of any such thing. 

"Well, since that person is attacking young masters, one by one in every place 

whenever young master and his group were caught off guard, we decided to 

replay the situation. 

The First Branch leader secretly arrived here and is in the hiding along with 

the rest of the elders. Once the attack happens, they will come out and catch 

those criminals." 

When Brother One and Dayus heard of this, they were stunned and looked at 

each other. 

"No way, Branch leader said that he needs to meet with the other two branch 

leaders to form a proper plan to deal with him in case this fails. How can he be 

here? Why didn’t I know of it?" 

Brother One asked with agitation. 

The leader just smiled and said. 

"It is just that the First Branch leader was afraid that there might be some 

spies in your entourage so he didn’t want to tell you the whole plan." 

Even though the leader said that, Brother One could interpret what he really 

meant. The First Branch leader is suspecting that this was all orchestrated by 

Brother. After all, he was in the middle of this since the start and he is the one 

who was most active during this period. From introducing Sam as the enemy 

to the travel plans of the three young masters, everything was done by him. 

Just like how the Brother One suspected Dayus after the plan backfired, the 

First Branch leader is also suspecting Brother One. 



"It is better for you and your group to rest for a while. The plan will begin at 

evening near the river a few kilometers deep inside the forest." 

"I want to meet with the Branch Leader." 

Brother one asked seriously. 

He is clearly mad for being left our like this. He is the core disciple of the 

Puppet Organization. He has certain privileges even if he is just a disciple. 

The Branch leader acting like this is not acceptable and he knew very well that 

his feigning would be exposed if this plan went through. 

After all, Sam never attacked him. 

But the leader acted as if he didn’t see the mad expression of the Brother One 

and just said calmly. 

"Branch Leader is in a secret location and wouldn’t be able to talk with you 

now. We can talk after the task was over. 

You have two hours, you rest along with your team. If you need anything, ask 

the attendant that was assigned for you." 

With that the leader left along with the rest of the members. Only Brother one, 

Dayus and the rest of the entourage are left on the spot. 

Brother one immediately took out a special communication and tried to 

contact someone, but suddenly he realized that he might in some surveillance 

and held back. 

He went to the room assigned for him and took out his puppet. 

This is a large puppet that looked a lot of like an ape. 

He made some adjustments here and there and the chest of the ape opened 

as the metal plates slid to both sides. 



There are a lot of holes in that area with metal spikes inside, they are for 

shooting at the enemies. Along with that, there is a hidden lever which he 

pulled. 

The abdomen also opened up which is a much larger cavity with a lot of 

mechanisms. He bent forward and looked like he is making adjustments. 

But in reality he activated a noise cancelling formation inside and took out a 

token to contact the leader of the squad two. 

After trying for a dozen times, he still didn’t connect, but he still tried and tried. 

When it finally connected, there was also a knock on the door. 

"Young Master, we need to go." 

It is the attendant that was assigned to him. 

Brother One hurried and said. 

"We are aborting the plan. Leave immediately and go back to the capital." 

With that he didn’t even bother hearing the reply and just turned off the 

communication token as he came out of the puppet. 

By now the attendant already entered the room. 

When he saw that Brother One is fixing the puppet, he smiled and said. 

"Branch leader is waiting. Please come. We need to execute the plan 

properly. So, let us go to the briefing." 

He closed up the puppet and stored away before following the attendant out. 

He really wished that the squad 2 received the message and wouldn’t come. 

He is confident that they did as the communication was connected. 

After an hour, Brother One, Dayus and the rest of the entourage are on their 

way towards the river with a bunch of fishing rods. 



Everyone is tense. 

A few hundred meters away the first branch leader is currently standing on the 

tree as he waited for the signal. 

They stayed there for an hour. Brother One is relieved a bit that no one came. 

But what he doesn’t know is that the branch leader has a completely different 

opinion. An elder asked carefully. 

"Branch Leader, there is no one showing up. Do you think the news leaked?" 

The Branch leader didn’t say and looked at Brother One, he is emitting a faint 

killing intent. The Elder was stunned and asked. 

"Leader you couldn’t be thinking..." 

"Elder, you tell me something. In the middle of the city the arena entrance 

exploded and was timed to kill the Second young master. But coincidentally 

the first young master just happened to stop it from happening. 

Then, he happened to have a friend who knew the person that attacked us 

and what his goal is, even though Agni also said that someone named Sam 

will try to trouble us, we have yet to see him or his team. 

How can someone else know about this incident before our god could inform 

us? I felt that something is fishy about that Dayus then. He might be hiding 

something. 

And all of this happened with the first young master, who believed that our 

organization needs to be unified. I couldn’t help but think that these guys are 

taking advantage of the crisis and blaming all of this on Sam while they are 

doing all of this to deal with the competition. 

Maybe Sam is coming, but that doesn’t mean these people are completely 

unrelated to this incident. 



If no one comes here to attack or if someone comes just to bluff here, then I 

will kill this First young master right here and now." 

But as soon as he spoke, he saw a purple lightning-covered arrow zooming 

through the forest and landing near the river causing a flashy commotion. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1124: Digging the hill 

Everyone had different expressions on their faces when they saw the arrow 

that flew over. 

Dayus was shocked and doesn’t know what to make sense of the situation. 

Because he knew that the Squad doesn’t have any lightning elemental users 

and he is sure that this is not the way they used to attack. 

Brother One is nervous and afraid. The first thought that came to his mind is 

that he clearly gave the order to withdraw and not attack, but the attack still 

came. But after the initial shock, he realized what Dayus realized and started 

thinking rapidly about who this might and both of them came to a single 

conclusion. 

It is Sam. It has to be him. 

As for how he did this, they have no idea. 

This time, it didn’t happen because of the high-level intelligence gather Sam 

usually does, rather it was extremely simple and straightforward. 

When Brother One is desperately trying to call squad 2, they were unable to 

pick up, because they were in a battle. 

As soon as they reached the city, Sam and the team launched an attack on 

squad two who were camping in the forest and they clearly observed the 

incessant alerts on the communication token when they are almost done with 

the squad. 
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So, Saber Monarch held the saber at the neck of the squad leader and made 

him pick up the call, they heard the hurried order, and the line was cut off. 

Saber Monarch cut off the throat and Sam instantly concocted a plan. 

Even though the fishing plan and the ambush were part of the trap, the plan 

for fishing was made beforehand and squad two was already informed of it. 

Fishing is what this city is famous for and from the memories they gathered 

from the death squad members, the original plan is for Brother One to fish 

along with the young master of the subordinate organization and the attack 

will happen. Brother One would ’heroically’ save the young master of the 

subordinate organization and almost died only to be able to survive because 

of the ’luck’. 

That was the original plan. 

And now the plan seemed to have been modified. 

Immediately Sam and the team went to make preparations. 

They don’t know how long they would have and if they could have enough 

time to set the traps. So, they prepared a simple ambush that would mostly 

depend on the surprise of the opponents. 

So, the flashy purple arrow which didn’t attack anyone except create a flashy 

light was part of the plan. 

Currently, the branch leader is the one who is feeling most relieved, even 

though an attack is happening. Because even though he suspected the first 

young master, it is mostly his position and his duty speaking. 

As an elder for a child, he hoped that something like his thought didn’t happen 

and luckily nothing like that happened. This attack was confirmed. 

While Brother One and Dayus are nervous about the unexpected attack, the 

elders and the Branch leader are thrilled instead. 



As the purple arrows rained down, the Branch leader and the elders started 

running, there are ten of them moving. 

Even though ten elders were sent to the mine, there are the joint forces of the 

three puppet organizations. But currently, the one that the Branch leader is 

leading is the main force of the First Branch. If they fall, they would be done 

for. 

It only took a few seconds for them to cover the distance. By the time the third 

volley of arrows hit them, the Branch leader and the elders are already there 

and the branch leader let out of his puppet which appeared to be a giant 

humanoid that aimed and shot two wind elemental cannons which made the 

arrows stop in the tracks. 

The Branch leader stood on the shoulder of the puppet and looked at the 

arrow trajectory in disdain. 

He then turned to three elders and said. 

"Take the young master and the other youngsters away and protect them. The 

rest of you follow me in going after the enemy." 

He could clearly guess the approximate location with the trajectory of the 

shooter, so he got ready. 

The rest of the elders took out their puppets and started moving forward, deep 

into the forest. 

Meanwhile, around a thousand meters away from the spot, Vidyut is currently 

standing on a small hill as he aimed at the targets. 

A thousand meters is a long distance but for people at their level, it is small 

and insignificant. 

If it is in a straight flat place they would even be able to see each other with 

the naked eye. 



For an archer like Vidyut, it is a piece of cake to drop a few volleys of flashy 

arrows. 

And with the relatively higher vantage point and the cover of the trees, not 

only was he hidden, he was also able to guess the location of the group of 

elders through the commotion they are making and how slowly they are 

moving as they are afraid that the group would have left any traps, they let the 

spare puppets check the area before moving forward. 

At the foot of the hill, the team is currently digging some holes in the hill at an 

extremely fast pace. Tamas and Sam even used their undead to dig the holes. 

Even Night Ghost was not exempt from that and Sam’s beasts, including the 

shadow mice, ape, and some extra beasts that he has inside are all digging 

the hill at various places. 

While Sam is tinkering with the harbinger. 

He sat on the ground and kept the harbinger on his lap as he removed the 

energy cells and replaced them with a new metallic device he made. 

This is the latest addition to the harbinger and this uses the space cells and 

energy liquefication methods to form a constant supply as long as he replaced 

the space jades with wind elemental energy stones. 

After fixing that, he turned the harbinger over and took out another metallic 

object. 

It is square in shape and fits perfectly in the middle of the board like a clamp. 

He placed it on. 

At this moment a human silhouette that has an uncanny resemblance to Sam 

came out of the board and looked at Sam. 

Sam smiled at the human silhouette. This is the spirit of the harbinger. Sam 

didn’t know why it took so long for the spiritual infancy of the harbinger. But 



later he understood, it is a humanoid spirit and quite a high-level one at that 

and when the spirit manifested, it looked surprisingly like Sam, but slight 

changes in the facial features. 

Sam pressed a button on the square metallic device he attached to the board 

and the spirit which looked white like a condensation of energy suddenly had 

colors. 

This is the holographic projection and some faint energy waves were being 

emitted from the square device. 

Harbinger slowly floated on by itself took a spin around the hill in a quick 

motion and came back in front of Sam. 

"You know what to do." 

Sam said and the spirit actually nodded and the harbinger left the hill as it 

zoomed into a different direction. 

When the board is gone, Sam turned to the hill and started using his earth 

element to dig the holes. 

After they were done with the holes, Sam started taking out medium-sized 

liquid energy cells and placing them in different holes. 

They are all of space elemental energy. 

Vidyut looked at Sam and said. 

"They are already halfway there. They can see our activities any minute now." 

"Use the liquid energy cell arrows." 

Sam gave an order without even taking a look and started placing the liquid 

energy cells carefully. He didn’t dare be careless at the moment as this is 

something he hasn’t done before. At least not in reality, he has done this 



countless times in his brain and in the simulation in the second floor of the 

divine dimension. 

He is careful because the after-effects of this thing are beyond imaginable. 

After placing the small and medium energy cells, he took five large liquid 

energy cells and one cylinder that is almost as big as a large fire extinguisher 

and started placing them in special spots within the hole. 

Meanwhile, the Branch leader and the elders are shocked by the new volley of 

arrows, they just tried to block them like before, but as soon as they arrived at 

a certain level, the arrows exploded creating many lightning energy blasts 

slowing down their pace. 

The second half of their pursuit took double the time of the first half of the 

pursuit. 

When they reached the foot of the hill, Sam and his team are standing on top 

of the hill. 

Sam held the ice elemental divine dimension as his teammates disappeared 

and he held the dimensional drifter in another hand. 

The elder recognized Sam immediately. 

"Surround him. Don’t let him escape." 

The Branch leader ordered and zoomed in, they had already thrown their 

attacks, but none of it was aimed to kill. They are not skilled at soul extraction, 

so they need to interrogate Sam. 

But as they climbed over the hill, they felt that something is wrong. Sam took a 

deep breath and kicked his foot on the hill as he leaped a bit into the air 

before he activated the dimensional drifter. 

He disappeared from the spot and at the same time from the place he was 

standing a faint gray glow started appearing. 



RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1125: Controlled Explosion 

Sam disappeared, the branch leader and the elders felt the changes in the 

energy. 

They all thought, escaping is Sam’s last resort, since the path was free from 

any traps, they didn’t think that there would be any here and now that they 

saw something is wrong, they wanted to escape. 

But it was already too late. 

The surrounding space was suddenly restricted making them unable to move. 

They all froze. They could even move their limbs or even jaws to speak. Even 

breathing became order, some of them who were about to leap over were 

stuck in mid-air. 

They struggled with their energy and wrestled against the spatial lock. But that 

is not the end, the spatial energy slowly started to become turbulent and 

covered a hundred-meter radius with the hill as the center. 

At first, the spatial lock was strengthened and then they felt the surrounding 

space distorting slowly and they could feel the spatial tears appearing. 

The spatial energy soon clashed with itself and within a minute... 

*BOOM* 

It exploded. 

All that was left in the place was a large space crack covering a circle of a 

hundred-meter radius. In fact, it couldn’t even be called a crack, it is just an 

area with turbulent space currents sucking everything in the surroundings 

inside. 

Anything that went into the area was sucked in and thrown into the vast void 

never to return again. 
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And on the edge of that cluster of energy mass, a hand appeared as it 

clutched the ground and slowly a middle-aged man appeared out of it. 

His body is a bloody mess and his clothes are tattered. His whole body is 

completely infested with spatial energy. 

This is the branch leader of the first branch. The leader of the puppet 

organization. 

He laid down on the rubble as he looked at the sky. He felt pain. He really 

wished that someone would kill him right now. 

As soon as he thought so, someone appeared near his hand he looked 

upwards to see Sam. 

Currently, the person in front of him didn’t look like an all-powerful leader of an 

organization. He didn’t even look like someone who is an Astral Plane 

consummate level cultivator. 

He looked like a dying old man he is. 

Sam dragged him out and looked at his hand. He used his sword to kill him off 

and he could see the relief that came to the old man from dying like that. The 

spatial energy corrosion is not something a body can bear. 

The blast that Sam made is created with the liquid energy cells and a little 

experiment of Sam. 

He wondered what would happen if the energy blast that was always chaotic 

and destructive was contained and this is the result. 

He created a formation that circulates the energy to be contained within 

certain limits and boundaries. In the initial stages of the energy destabilization, 

the formation which was active before the destabilization will contain it 

causing the chaos to breed, and as time passes the destruction increases and 

finally causes the destruction. 



As for why the Branch leader survived, it is because of the quality of the Astral 

Plane Consummate cultivator. 

This is the knowledge he gained from the Old Beast. In the occasional talks 

he had with him over two years, he repeatedly learned information regarding 

the Astral Plane Consummate cultivators which could help him in killing them 

by himself. Then he learned something. The Astral Plane cultivators at the 

Consummate stage can access space. 

Not the space element. The real space, the void. 

They can endure it. 

Generally, they wouldn’t discover it until they reach the Divine Plane for some 

reason, but their bodies can endure a bit as the Astral Plane Consummation is 

a stage in which their body undergoes the qualitative changes that would 

enable them to continue the cultivation in the Divine Plane. 

That is why Sam came to check whether this guy is dead or not. 

This method is indeed suitable for killing people of this level, but there is one 

drawback. Nothing will remain of them. 

The spatial rings in which the heirlooms are stored most of the time will also 

be destroyed. 

But this time, Sam knew that it is an exception and dared to kill the other party 

using this method. This also serves as an experiment. 

As for the heirloom itself, it is a furnace that is divided into three parts. 

It is actually a furnace made with the bones of a high-level fire-type beast and 

it has multiple functions. 

The three branches divided the furnace into different parts. 



The first branch kept the core mechanism of the furnace which is responsible 

for melting. The second branch kept the tempering system of the furnace and 

the final one took the furnace body itself which has over a thousand 

formations inscribed into its structure and dozens of spirits enchanted to 

facilitate the heating and forging processes. 

When Sam saw the description he was tempted by it too. 

But it is only temporary. His production unit is still the best. 

Anyway, since the heirloom is like this, the branch leaders cannot take them 

out as they wish as the furnaces constantly run due to their puppet and 

weapon productions. So, they are back at the headquarters. 

Sam activated the dimensional drifter once again as he got ready to move 

away. It is about time to greet a fellow player. 

A few minutes earlier. 

Right after Sam sent the harbinger away. 

Harbinger zoomed through the wind at full speed and soon caught up with the 

group that was escorting Brother One and his entourage soon. 

Harbinger and his spirit form attracted the attention and Dayus’ face changed 

into one that of shock and anxiety. 

He knew that Sam would have come, but to still see him, he was shocked and 

afraid all the same. 

He became vigilant and took out his spear. He knew that escaping now is 

futile, he needs to defend himself and find a way to slip up which Sam 

becomes busy with others. The entourage is big and the two elders along with 

the guardian are quite strong. 

He has a chance. 



He is waiting for Sam to stop and say something. But instead, the harbinger 

zoomed past them as small circular blades were shot from the front of the 

board towards them and a half-filled small liquid energy was dropped at one of 

the elders’ puppets while he blocked. 

The cell landed on a joint of the puppet and destroyed half of it while the elder 

was knocked down from the sheer force of the blast. 

When they saw the blast and the state of the puppet one of the lackeys 

wanted to escape, but the front end of the harbinger from which the metal 

discs were shot changed into a small cannon, and a wind elemental energy 

beam was shot at that person. 

As soon as he was hit by the beam, a small storm of wind blades happened in 

that one spot mincing the flesh and bones and making him fall with a lot of 

blood lost. 

The energy beam was then focused on another target who is also on run but 

was hit by it again. 

Harbinger then changed the target to the puppets one by one as he damaged 

it and whenever a person wanted to get away from the group or wanted to 

fight back, he changed the energy beam’s direction towards them. 

As for the attacks, harbinger is most dexterous when the rider was not on it. 

It doesn’t have to care about injuring the rider and can move as he likes. 

The attacks didn’t hit. Sometimes the cultivators felt like the attacks hit, but 

they didn’t see the board stops. 

After some time they started attacking the board. But to their dismay, as soon 

as he was overwhelmed by the sheer power, harbinger just dropped a liquid 

energy cell and escaped. 

The elders who wanted to chase had to dodge the energy cell and jump. 



As soon as the explosion subsided and they came back to their feet, they are 

vigilant and look around. 

Dayus who felt that this is the best time to escape was captured by one of the 

elders and was forced to stay there. 

After confirming that harbinger is nowhere to be seen, they started their 

journey, but as soon as they came across a dense forest patch, harbinger 

returned and started harassing them. 

The harassment continued. 

The Harbinger didn’t even kill another person apart from the first two 

weaklings, it only harassed them again and again and the time they traveled 

halfway towards the city, they could have made at least eight rounds. 

But when the situation is already this frustrating they suddenly heard a loud 

explosion. 

*BOOM* 

They looked towards that direction and saw the spatial turbulence creating a 

storm. 

It is clearly visible and they can imagine the effects of the turbulence. 

While the effects of the explosion are still visible, harbinger kept on attacking 

them. 

Dayus who saw the explosion felt that something is wrong and looked at the 

board. He felt like he knew Sam well and he couldn’t wrap his head around 

him not talking all this while. 

After all, in his opinion, Sam is cocky, arrogant, and too full of himself to not 

boast when he is creating this much disturbance. 



He took out his spear and threw it straight towards the board when ’Sam’ 

dodged, he was met with another spear. Harbinger created a small flash with 

an energy beam and let the spear go through the projection. 

Dayus clearly felt this and frowned and then realization dawned on him. 

"Sam, you bastard." He muttered to himself. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1126: Dealing with Dayus 

Dayus didn’t understand how Sam did this, but he sure as hell knew that the 

figure on the harbinger is not Sam and in fact not even a creature at all. 

That is why he couldn’t help but curse as he wasn’t able to digest the fact that 

Sam managed to fool him that easily. 

But as soon as he muttered those words, he couldn’t help but feel a sense of 

trepidation as spatial fluctuations occurred nearby. 

Sam appeared out of thin air and the harbinger which is making a mess out of 

the group perfectly appeared under him so that he wouldn’t fall and directly 

land on the board 

Sam tapped on the metal clamp which disappeared into the divine dimension 

and took out the ice divine dimension to let out his team to clash with the other 

party. 

He didn’t take action as he let the team fight. The entourage and the elders 

are injured and frustrated, they even expended half of their energy. 

Sam couldn’t help but feel proud of what harbinger did. It is just a machine but 

it managed to make these experts a bunch of clows and brought them to their 

knees. 

He sat down on the harbinger with his legs hanging down. 
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Since the board can control the thrust by itself, he doesn’t have to worry about 

controlling it anymore. He has been waiting for this day for a long time. 

He controlled the harbinger which moved to face Dayus who is still in daze. 

Dayus came out of his shock as soon as he saw Sam who is sitting leisurely 

in front of him while floating in the air. 

He couldn’t help but gulp in nervousness. He is in such a daze not because 

Sam appeared, but because he knew that he lucked out by calling Sam a 

bastard a second before Sam arrived. 

If Sam was one second earlier or he spoke the words one more second late, 

he would be in trouble. It is not like he is afraid of Sam. In his own twisted and 

self absorbed opinion, he is not any less than Sam, in fact he is even superior 

because unlike Sam who fights like a coward with all the extra accessories 

and tricks which could be used by anyone and destroy anything, he relies on 

himself. 

In his opinion, the invention and research effort put by Sam behind all of this 

are not really considered as Sam’s true abilities and are even considered 

lowly. 

But he knew that he would be in for it if Sam got crazy after hearing the word 

bastard and bent on chasing after him, with all his might. He wouldn’t even 

have a peaceful meal for a long time and that is based on the fact that he 

would even be able to escape the calamity. 

Sam looked at him with a smile and said. 

"Nice to meet you again Dayus. How are you doing? It seems like you made 

some friends in high places." 

Dayus didn’t reply and just got ready with his spear. 

Sam looked at the young master who is clashing with his team members. 



"First Young master. Quite the status he had and from the looks of it, he really 

is skilled in business and puppet making. I have seen some of his work. But in 

politics and judging people, he is a dunce. 

You made a great choice by partnering with him. But he acted like a dumb 

fuck partnering with you." 

Sam’s words made Dayus angry and he swung his spear. 

Harbinger moved and dodged the attack. 

Sam chuckled and said. 

"What is the hurry? Do you really want to fight me that much?" 

"Let me go." Dayus said coldly. 

"Why? Aren’t here to deal with me and take over the furnace from the puppet 

organization, you have both the opportunities in front. The First Branch leader 

just died and I am right in front of you. Go ahead and make your move." 

Sam’s nonchalance made Dayus mad, but he knew better than recklessly 

make a move. He just said with gritted teeth. 

"I will forfeit this place, you can have it all to yourself." 

Sam just smiled without replying immediately. 

He just looked at the rest of the entourage who descended into shock 

because of the news. Brother One was the most shocked person. 

"You are lying. How can a brat like you can kill the Branch Leader?" 

Sam just smiled and replied. 

"What do you think the previous explosion was? Do you think I did it for some 

entertainment? It is to kill your branch leader and the rest of your elders. None 

of their bodies even remained." 



Brother One immediately changed his attention to Sam and wanted to attack 

him. But Sam disappeared from the spot along with the harbinger and 

appeared at another spot dodging the attack. 

Dayus wanted to slip away, but Sam once again used his spatial ability to 

appear in front of him blocking the route. 

"Where do you think you are going mister? Our debt is not settled yet." 

"I already told you, that I forfeited on this one. What more do you want?" 

When Sam heard this, he was dumbfounded for a second. The next moment 

he disappeared from the spot and all of a sudden, Dayus felt a pulling force at 

the back of his collar and before he could react, his head was slammed into 

the ground and Sam sat on his chest while putting pressure on his face while 

looking into his eyes. 

"Just how much of a self-centered piece of crap are you? And just what do 

you think I am? You forfeiting to get the furnace is the compensation for 

framing me, using my name and even trying to deal with me? 

And forfeiting? You are saying it as if you have a chance to begin with. 

You piece of shit, if I don’t make you remember this day for the rest of your 

life, I will change my name." 

Sam punched Dayus in the face. Dayus became angry and purple lightning 

surrounded him as he slammed his feet on the ground to get away from the 

submissive position. 

He activated lightning elemental fusion directly and looked at Sam. 

"If you dare come and fight me without your petty tricks and see if you can 

win. Piece of shit who only knows how to win dirty tricks." 

Sam raised an eyebrow and took out the reaper sword as he was covered 

with silver lightning. But unlike Dayus, he only used partial fusion. 



"I seemed to have remembered wrongly. Nagin realm, Nike Planet, First 

Palace of Inheritance, second palace of inheritance. I beat the crap out of you 

too many times and you dare spout those words." 

Sam ridiculed him and zoomed forward. 

The spear and sword clashed as silver and purple lightning crackled. 

When the clash happened, Dayus was pushed back and Sam stood there like 

a mountain. Unmoving. 

Dayus looked at Sam angrily and the unwillingness could be clearly seen. 

Sam thought for a moment, and stored the sword away, before taking a spear 

out. 

This is the same spear he got from the Palace of inheritance that was meant 

for Dayus. 

When Dayus saw this, his expression became furious. 

"You dare battle me with a spear? You are really arrogant." 

Sam didn’t say anything and made his move. 

He lunged forward as he shot the spear with one hand. 

Dayus used his spear to Slam Sam’s spear into the ground and moved 

forward with a stab. 

Sam didn’t stop the spear motion and instead stabbed it further into the 

ground and used the spear as a support to spin around and kicked Dayus in 

the face. 

As soon as the leg connected with the face, the silver lightning stuck him in 

the face. But as soon as he was hit, Dayus felt an uncontrollable force throw 

him away. 

This is the effect of Repel style Sam used when kicking. 



As Dayus tried to control himself in mid air while stabbing the spear on the 

ground, Sam already threw the spear straight towards Dayus and ran after it. 

Dayus managed to regain his balance and used his spear to block the 

incoming attack, but his timing missed as Sam spun in the air and landed a 

kick. 

The spear which is already fast turned into a silver streak as it went through 

the shoulder of Dayus and landed on the ground. 

Sam stood there and looked at Dayus with a mocking smile. 

He then took out a staff and got ready for the next move. 

Looking at Sam not attacking, Dayus made a move, his spear spun in the air 

roaring like a lightning dragon as it went for Sam’s throat. 

Sam blocked the spear with his staff and made a counter attack which was 

blocked by Dayus by a hair’s breadth. 

After a few clashes, slowly Dayus lost the momentum and the staff landed 

squarely on the shoulder wound and he was crashed into the ground. 

Sam looked at him and stored the staff away before taking out a dagger. 

When Dayus looked at Sam’s expression of disdain, he could understand 

what is happening. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1127: Trying to Escape 

Dayus looked at Sam with immense anger and indignation. As soon as Sam 

changed his staff and replaced it with a dagger he understood what he is 

doing. 

He is showing off his skills. This is the answer to Dayus’ claim that Sam is 

nothing without his tricks. 
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He is using different weapons to deal with him and with a sword, the staff, and 

the spear, Sam came out on top on every exchange while Dayus whose only 

weapon is a spear and his best fighting condition he couldn’t win against Sam 

in even a single exchange. 

This made him feel a burning sensation on his face. But he doesn’t know 

whether it is the shame or the kick Sam gave him on the face. 

He cannot stand his humiliation and rushed at Sam with his spear. 

Sam dodged the lighting spear coming at him and swung his dagger at Dayus 

who barely managed to dodge. 

Once again the exchange became heated. This time Dayus started using his 

head and tried to keep Sam at a distance so that he wouldn’t be able to attack 

him with the dagger. 

Sam looked at the streaks of lightning that are coming at him with every swing 

of the spear and could only dodge or block with the dagger. 

His expression showed that he was troubled. Dayus grinned at this sight and 

charged forward faster. But as the spear moved, Sam suddenly smiled and 

moved towards the spear instead of dodging it, he let the spear go below his 

armpit and slid over the spear. 

Dayus wanted to dodge while dragging his spear, but Sam held the spear 

tightly with his arm and dragged Dayus forward with all his strength, and 

stabbed the dagger into the same shoulder extended the wound even more 

and kicked Dayus back once more. 

The Dagger was stuck there. 

Sam then took out his bow and aimed at Dayus with a smile. 

Dayus tried his best to regain his balance and dodged the first arrow and the 

second one. 



Sam started shooting rapidly and Dayus didn’t even find a chance to 

counterattack. After around fifteen volleys, Sam suddenly nocked three arrows 

and held a bow at a different angle. All three arrows cut through the wind and 

moved towards Dayus, all three aiming at three different points on Dayus’ 

upper body. 

Dayus spun his spear as he blocked two of them, when he was about to hit 

the third one which is coming at his throat, he suddenly sensed something, an 

arrow came from nowhere and hit the tail end of the spear which made his 

posture change with the sheer force and the arrow which was supposed to be 

hitting in the neck hit on the dagger lodged in his body. 

The dagger got deeper into the shoulder and even a part of the hilt was inside. 

Sam stored the bow away as he looked at Dayus with even more disdain. This 

made Dayus even angrier. 

"How dare you humiliate me like this? How dare you? YOU BASTARD. How 

dare you do this to me? I will kill you. I will definitely kill you." 

Dayus muttered as he made hand signs. 

He is using the blood art. 

The Blood Art was given to them by the God who chose him. 

Sam didn’t stop him. He just looked at him calmly. 

The word Bastard is ringing in his head. After all these years, no one dared to 

call him that to the face. He is definitely feeling angry. He really wanted to rip 

Dayus apart, he started breathing rapidly. But he is calmer than before. He 

didn’t want a mindless slaughter even with all the rage bubbling inside him. 

For him to gain this level of calm, he had to cultivate till Astral Plane. 



He shook his head and tried his best to suppress the urge. After a few 

seconds, he closed his eyes and just waited for Dayus to finish the bloodline 

art and started taking deep breaths before finally opening his eyes. 

Dayus is currently charging at him with the blood-red spear which is 

surrounded by purple lightning. He is wearing blood-red full body armor that 

looked like it belonged to a Medieval Knight. 

Sam blocked the attack and used the force to take a step back. His partial 

lightning fusion was gone. 

He looked at Dayus and shadow energy surrounded his body. As he finished 

the shadow elemental fusion and his own shadow started extending with the 

injection of the shadow elemental energy. 

Soon the few strands of shadow extended as they coiled around Sam’s limbs 

and slowly started covering his body. 

Dayus felt a bad premonition and he immediately made his body. He 

channeled a lot of energy into the spear and got into a throwing stance as he 

aimed at Sam. 

The purple lightning completely covered the spear and made it completely 

invisible. It just looked like a condensed and concentrated bar of lightning in 

his hand and threw with all his might. 

The ground below his feet cracked as the spear left his hands. 

The spear destroyed everything in its path as it made its way towards Sam 

who is currently coiled with the vines made of his own shadow and is slowly 

merging. 

When the spear was about to meet him, Sam just smiled and the shadow 

vines caught the spear. 

*BOOM* 



A large explosive sound could be heard as dust rubble rose. 

When it settled, Sam is still standing in the spot with the shadow vines holding 

the spear in front. All the energy and the force have been negated. 

Sam’s smirk is still there. 

The shadow merging was completed and the dark mass covering him slowly 

converged into an armor. 

A full body armor that perfectly fit his body. Dark smoke was being emitted 

around him. He threw the spear away and made his move. 

Dayus widened his eyes in disbelief and only came back to his sense when 

Sam finally made his move. 

He extended his hand and the blood spear Sam threw away came back to him 

as he got ready to fight and stabbed at Sam. 

But Sam disappeared into a puff of dark smoke and before he could realize it, 

he felt a strong impact on the back of his ear. 

Sam’s kick landed on the back of his ear making him crash into the ground. 

Dayus wanted to get up, but Sam already arrived and dropped an ax kick on 

the already injured shoulder. 

Dayus used the other hand to stab Sam with the spear, but Sam dodged and 

kicked Dayus’ face with repel style making him fly away from the ground. 

While he was still in mid-air, Sam appeared above him and stomped him on 

his head in midair making him crash into the ground once again. 

Dayus used his spear to stab the ground and lessen the impact. When Sam 

reappeared beside him with a kick, he used the spear to block it, but the 

shadow armor on Sam’s leg immediately extended some vines which coiled 



around the spear, and when Sam lowered the leg, the spear was also 

dragged down with it. 

Sam used his other leg to kick Dayus in the face, making him fly sideways. 

And that was only the beginning. 

For the next fifteen minutes, Dayus had the beating of his lifetime. Sam didn’t 

use any of his techniques, any other elemental energies and none of his 

attacks are made to kill. He is just beating the crap out of Dayus. 

By now the team was done with the rest of the group and brother one is 

currently held by Saber Monarch. 

And he looked at the scene with horror. 

He readily agreed with Dayus’ plan because he felt like nothing much would 

happen since a ready-made scapegoat was available for him and if he failed 

to use it, he would be an idiot. 

But never thought that the other party is nothing like a goat much less his 

scapegoat. He is not some meek animal that is ready for slaughter. 

He looked like the one that would be the cause of the slaughter. 

He clearly knew of Dayus’ strength. The first thing he did when Dayus came 

with this proposal is to test his strength. 

He knew what he was capable of. But in front of Sam, he is nothing but a 

helpless man who can only take abuse. 

"STOOOOP." 

While he was in a daze a shout made him come back to his senses. 

It was none other than Dayus who yelled. 

Sam stopped and looked at him. 



"Please let me go. I will not get in your way. I will never even show you my 

face voluntarily." 

He pleaded. 

Sam just looked at him coldly without replying. 

"I apologize for plotting against you. I apologize for my arrogance. Please just 

let me go. I want to live." 

Sam’s cold gaze wavered a bit and he turned his attention a bit as if he was 

really thinking about something. 

At this moment Dayus took out a token and crushed it as spatial elemental 

energy surrounded him. 

"Hahaha, what a fool you are. How dare you humiliate me like this? I will have 

my revenge one day and then you wouldn’t even have a chance to run." 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1128: Outer Deacon 

Dayus activated an interdimensional transference token which he got his 

hands-on with a lot of effort. He had to pay a large price for it, but it is 

guaranteed to work which is another lifeline. So, he didn’t even hesitate while 

paying the price. 

He looked at Sam with malice as he was being sucked by the spatial 

elemental energy around him. 

But all of a sudden, Sam disappeared from the spot and he reappeared right 

behind him. His shadow armor was gone and he is currently in his partial 

space elemental form. 

He held Dayus’ nape and drew him back while spatial energy ran wild. 

Dayus suddenly felt that he stopped. The force that was about to pull him 

away from this spot, seemed to have slowed down. 
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He turned his head to look at Sam in horror. 

"What? Do you think I would fall for your pathetic acting? And do you really 

think a toy like this can save your ass? " 

Sam spoke coldly as he used his spatial energy to counter the spatial energy 

responsible for the transfer of Dayus. 

Spatial energy is something he used the least, but that is not because he is 

not good at it, rather it is extremely energy-consuming and Sam who is 

obsessed with energy efficiency couldn’t possibly use it in every battle. 

After he broke through a bit more, he would be able to use it as he liked, but 

since he doesn’t have any reason to conserve his energy now, he decided to 

use it and show Dayus what Despair truly means. 

Sam held the hand that was holding the token and started injecting his own 

spatial energy. The tokens and transference scrolls work on the same 

principle, they create a temporary node to transfer the person away like a one-

sided space gate. 

But for the temporary node construction, some time would be needed and 

within that time, if Sam managed to restrict the spatial energy and make the 

token expend all the energy, he would be able to stop the other party. 

As Sam injected more and more energy Dayus groaned painfully as he looked 

at Sam and tried his best to control his own energy to expel the spatial 

energy. 

But his energy is being depleted at a rapid rate and soon he felt it being 

collected at the shoulder joint of the hand. 

He widened his eyes in disbelief as he looked at Sam. 

At first, Sam used the spatial energy to just dissipate the lightning energy, but 

the very next instant he started doing something else, he used the uniqueness 



of the spatial energy and blocked the energy blow, and made the lightning 

energy accumulate at the shoulder joint. 

If this happens, the energy will soon explode and destroy the joint as well as 

the flesh surrounding it. The spatial energy will corrode the flesh and he 

wouldn’t be able to heal it back unless he found a healer who has experienced 

elemental poisoning or a space elemental cultivator who can absorb and 

direct the space elemental energy. 

He would lose his arm. 

The worst part is, if Sam has done this at the elbow joint, he would have cut 

the remaining arm eliminating the corroded part completely to heal, but he is 

doing this at the shoulder joint. There is nothing to sever there. 

"Sam, No, please, no. Don’t do that." 

He spoke in a low voice which is trembling in fear and despair. But Sam didn’t 

care and looked at him with a cold smile and said. 

"You need to pay the price for your decisions. Good luck trying to find a 

person who can regrow your arm. I heard there is a person named Vardar 

who is a great healer when it comes to elemental corrosion and poisoning. 

You can find him and try to get your arm back." 

"No, Sam. I have important information that I could give you in exchange..." 

As he spoke... 

*bOOm* 

A small explosion was heard at the shoulder joint and Sam also released the 

space elemental restriction. 

"NOOOOOOOOO...." 



Dayus screamed in agony and heartache as he looked at his arm while the 

token sucked it and transported it away. 

Sam looked at Dayus who is currently screaming in agony. 

"So what is the information you are talking about?" 

Sam asked as he looked at him calmly. 

Dayus looked at him with hateful eyes. 

"You either tell me that or I would use the soul extraction after killing you. And 

if you tell me the truth, I will cure the elemental corrosion, otherwise, I will cut 

off another arm in the same way and then leave you in the lurch. You know 

what will happen to you after that." 

Dayus looked at Sam and said. 

"It is because of the Night Demon family. One of their members is part of the 

Five great sects and has a decent position in the outer branch. He was in your 

pursuit after you exterminated their family. I accidentally met him and we both 

planned this." 

"So, the transference token would have led you to him?" 

"No. I got it somewhere else for a high price." 

"Now that the plan failed, what will happen to your cooperation?" 

"Of course, I am going to escape. That guy invested a lot in the plan. The 

golden flame explosion that occurred at the entrance was created with a lot of 

effort and he had to owe someone a favor for that." 

"For that little trick?" 

Sam said with a raised eyebrow. 

Dayus didn’t bother to reply to that and continued. 



"He paid a large price for that. If I go back to him after the failure, he would be 

on to me and I would have to pay him back. He is stronger than me. So, I am 

going to escape." 

"Is that it?" 

"Yes." 

"Are you sure, there is nothing for you to tell me?" 

"No, just clear the corrosion already, I can feel the spatial energy spreading." 

Sam placed his hand on the injury and sucked the spatial energy out. He 

didn’t heal the rest though. 

He then thought for a bit and called for Night Ghost. 

Night Ghost made some hand signs and Dayus felt something entering his 

sea of consciousness forcefully. 

"This is a soul imprint. If you are in the same realm as I am I would be able to 

track you down and I would be able to identify your soul scent. 

So, if you have any ideas of going against my organization, be careful of what 

is going to happen next. I think you already know what I did to Arman at the 

beginning of our clash. I will give you ten times the torture." 

When Dayus heard this, he widened his eyes in disbelief. When Sam saw that 

expression, he knew that this precaution was necessary. Dayus is really 

thinking of doing something to the organization to vent some anger. 

Dayus took a high-grade pill and his arm slowly started growing back. Sam let 

him go. 

He didn’t want to kill him. At least not yet. This time, because of Dayus’ 

involvement he managed to finish one-third of the task easily. 



He didn’t have to create a plot from the scratch and only had to improvise the 

already existing plan. For now, the more players the better. 

After Dayus left, Sam finally changed his attention back to the First young 

master. 

The first young master looked back at Sam and said in a trembling voice. 

"I... I am sorry. Please let me go." 

Sam smiled and said. 

"Should I really let you go? Give me a proper reason?" 

"I... I..." 

Brother One couldn’t find a single reason for that. Even though it was Dayus 

who egged him, he is still the one that framed Sam and made him a target of 

the puppet organization. Luckily, Sam managed to get the information 

beforehand because of his surveillance and Arkiv. Otherwise, they would have 

been in a bit of trouble. 

And the plans of other players helped him a bit. 

Otherwise, if he was directly in the city and he was already wanted by then, he 

would have had to clash against the puppet organization unprepared. 

Sam looked at him and said. 

"Even though you are smart, you are not cunning enough. I will give you a 

chance. If you can utilize it properly, you can live, otherwise, you will die." 

Brother One looked at him with widened eyes. He didn’t know that there is still 

hope for him. 

"But after this ended, you wouldn’t be able to rule over the high and mighty 

puppet organization because I don’t have time or resources to spare people to 



rule this organization, instead you can work for me. If you agree to that you 

can live, or you will die and I will plan it from there." 

The first young master looked at Sam and carefully thought what he should 

do. 

"I will join you." 

"Good," Sam said and turned towards Night Ghost, who got ready to do a soul 

contract. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 1129: Diverting Attention 

Night Ghost finished the soul contract instantly and Five elemental King 

proceeded on explaining the plan while the first young master heard 

everything clearly. 

When Five elemental King narrated the whole thing, the first young master 

gulped in disbelief. 

"So, you understand what is going to happen next. You need to handle the 

elders of this organization." Five elemental king said to the first young master. 

Sam looked at the city and asked. 

"Why did they not come even after all this commotion?" 

"They were ordered not to come. No matter what happens here, they will not 

come unless someone reaches and city and explains the situation to them." 

The first young master said from behind. 

"Why?" Sam asked curiously. 

"Actually this organization is divided internally. One part supports the second 

branch and the other supports the first branch. Nothing stays a secret in that 

organization and it is hard to find which member belongs to which faction. 
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So, the Branch leader used the special situation which also gave him a 

special authority to make them stay here. 

From what I could guess, the first branch leader must have been forced to 

take the role of the attacker in your case because the problem started in your 

branch, so since he is taking the risk the first branch leader would have 

demanded absolute authority in the mission and made this external 

organization stay out of it." 

"What is all the secrecy for? I thought your organization is beyond all this?" 

"Yes, they don’t want to devour each other, but there is another kind of 

competition. They like to be the ones that had the best branch. On top of that, 

you are also someone who was directly informed about by the gods 

themselves, so the branch leaders are really curious about you. So, the first 

branch leader wanted to know what is it that is so special about you, before 

the rest of the branch leaders." 

"Such simple issue," Sam muttered to himself as he looked into the horizons 

while the rest of the team executed the plan. 

After an hour, the First young master is running towards the city gates, 

followed by two more elders. They are injured and bleeding everywhere. 

The young master’s puppet is damaged severely, but it is still running beside 

him and supporting him occasionally. 

There is a large hole in the middle of the puppet which had a large hole in 

middle and a human arm is hanging in that hole. 

It was Dayus’s hand. 

The three of them and the puppet fell at the entrance of the city. When the 

guards noticed this, they immediately sent the word to the sect and brought 

them to the city guard post. 



Soon, the sect members arrived and took them away to examine them. The 

young master is the only one alive and the two elders were dead. They looked 

at the arm that was in the hole of the puppet. 

It looked like the arm was responsible for that hole, but in the process, it was 

severed and kept there. 

They started treating the first young master and kept the arm as evidence. 

They also sent people to check where the rest of the people are. They are 

already curious about the large-scale spatial energy explosion, but they 

couldn’t investigate it because of the orders they got. But now they can do it 

without any issue. 

But the investigation resulted in, one of their elders dying in the void opening 

apart from finding that the branch leader is dead. 

By the time the investigation team returned the first young master woke up. 

The leader of the sect came and asked. 

"Young Master, what happened?" 

First young master weakly sat up and took out something from his spatial ring 

and gave it to the sect leader. It is a recording crystal. 

The leader looked through it and everyone in the room was shocked. 

The video showed, Dayus, the first young master, and the elders along with 

his entourage all retreating after getting orders from the Branch leader. 

But after they reached a certain area, somebody ambushed them and Dayus 

who is in the middle of the entourage started killing the First young master’s 

subordinates. 

Not a single face in the group of people belonged to Sam’s group. They are all 

unfamiliar faces. 



This is clearly, a well-planned ambush from Dayus and his group. 

But the plan didn’t succeed. Dayus lost an arm and a lot of members of their 

group died along with the entourage. He and a companion of his escaped in a 

desperate attempt. 

When the sect leader looked at the young master, he finally spoke. 

"Dayus has planned this for a long time. He belonged to a different group, but 

his goal is the same as Sam. It is just Sam’s information came to use earlier, if 

Dayus would have continued with the plan his information would have also 

come. 

But he cleverly managed to fool me into changing my focus and organization’s 

focus towards Sam and hatched the plan. 

Even the thing with the youngsters in the thunder phoenix valley was his 

doing. 

He steered all the direction to this person named Sam and lured us here. His 

group killed the Branch leader and all the other elders. The first branch has 

fallen completely. 

Except for a single enforcement team, the rest of them are all dead. 

One-third of the puppet organization has fallen and I am the sinner who did all 

of this." 

The first young master said in a gloomy tone. Anyone could see how gloomy 

he is. 

Sect leader looked at the young master and said. 

"I will immediately arrange for your travel back to the first branch and I will 

also inform the second and third branch leaders. Since Dayus escaped and 

was in that injured state, then he wouldn’t make a move instantly. 



We can have a safe time. I am sure the other branch leaders will find him and 

avenge him in the meantime." 

That very night the first young master went through the wormhole and 

returned to the Capital of the first realm. 

When he returned, he waited in his residence, and Kiran who is still disguised 

as Prash came along with Arkiv. 

Sam left Arkiv here to keep an eye on the rest of the players and he is using 

the shadow mice and the surveillance equipment to keep an eye on the rest of 

the players. 

Kumar and Noah are still in the open and passive. But the remaining players 

were nowhere near. But he still kept an eye out for them. 

When the first young master looked at ’Prash’ he felt a bit emotional. 

Prash died completely unfairly. But he knew he cannot blame anyone. After 

all, he is the one who is solely responsible for all this mess. 

He made an enemy out of someone foolishly because of his mad ambition 

which was easily taken advantage of by someone clever and sly. 

This is a lesson for him. 

Kiran stood by him and said. 

"The remaining branch leaders will try to interrogate you and me, so stick to 

the story and I will do the same as well. 

We don’t really care if the puppet organization collapses or not. Our main goal 

is to get the remaining two parts of the furnace from the other two branches, 

so your task is to keep the attention of the organization members completely 

on Dayus and his companion that killed your first branch leader. 



Try to slip in the involvement of the Outer deacon of the Five great sects who 

is a Night Demon. 

Tell them the story of, how Dayus had a grudge against Sam and he wanted 

to share the riches of the Puppet Organization with that Outer deacon. 

Don’t slip any other unnecessary information. You understand everything?" 

The first young master nodded. Kiran resumed his acting as Prash and Arkiv 

took the role of a servant in the residence so that both of them can observe 

the other branch leaders or elders that would be coming here. 

Within a few hours later, the two branch leaders arrived. 

They didn’t even bother to go to the main building of the organization and 

directly went to the first young master’s residence. 

They asked about his condition and then proceeded to ask about the situation 

with Dayus and how the Branch leader died. 

The first young master didn’t give much of an explanation on the branch 

leader’s death and just showed the video on how his team was attacked. 

The video was shown from a perspective of a dying entourage member. 

After watching the video and all the information that Dayus said along with the 

part regarding the involvement of the Night Demon Outer Deacon from the 

Five great sects, they became serious. 

They felt like the situation is a lot grimmer than they already thought. 

The Five Great sects are a lot stronger than the puppet organization and for 

them to have a hand in this, is something they didn’t want to be real. But even 

though the first young master’s explanation is vague, they couldn’t help but 

think of the possibility. 
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Chapter 1130: Breakthrough 

While the two branch leaders and the branches are in turmoil with the 

newfound information, Sam and his team appeared near the Thunder Phoenix 

valley. 

Currently, the valley is on a complete lockdown and a couple of elders are 

patrolling it along with the guard team. 

The valley is the reason for the small group of elders to not participate in the 

fight against Sam. 

Otherwise, these people might also have been done for. 

Even though there is not much security and there are definitely not many 

people here, Sam didn’t immediately make a move, because currently, Night 

Ghost is about to make a breakthrough. 

So, Sam and the team camped a few kilometers away from the valley and let 

him breakthrough. If he broke through they would have an Initial stage 

Consummate at hand. Even though he just broke through, he is still on that 

level and could kill the enemies when used in a perfect plan. 

They didn’t hurry. 

Night Ghost sat down cross-legged and started pushing for the breakthrough. 

For the whole night, the rest of the team saw him struggle with the bottleneck 

and he was done only dawn. 

After that, they made a move openly, now that he broke through, he also 

needs to get used to the new energy, and the elders who are still in the Astral 

Plane Transcendence are perfect targets. 

He knocked them down in a few seconds and his team took over the valley for 

themselves. 
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The first thing that Sam did is not to search for the entrance of the divine 

dimension, rather it is to check the corpse. 

He could still feel the aura trying to suppress his different elements, only when 

Sam activated his Raiju bloodline did he manage to overcome the 

suppression because of its lightning affinity. 

He checked the skeleton with the observation ability and after making sure 

that it is completely unscathed, he smiled, and with a wave of his hand, the 

skeleton disappeared. 

The rest of his team was stunned. 

They didn’t expect Sam to steal the skeleton. But when they thought of how 

precious the bones are and what kind of weapons they could be made into, 

they didn’t feel that surprised. It is really a waste to leave the skeleton to an 

organization that is about to be collapsed anyway. 

After that, Sam concentrated on his sense of smell and activated the Raiju 

bloodline to his limit and searched around, after a few minutes, he could feel 

some unique smell attracting him and he started moving deeper and deeper 

into the valley. 

Soon, he saw a small creek which is not even fit for a shadow mouse to 

normally go in, he used his earth elemental energy to extend, and finally, he 

saw a small spatial crack inside the creek. 

He really didn’t think that the puppet organization would have left such a crack 

undiscovered. He got curious and deactivated his raiju bloodline and to his 

surprise, the crack disappeared completely. 

The Old Beast sure was cautious. 

None of his senses, including his spiritual sense, couldn’t identify the 

presence of the space crack. 



He extended his hand and he was immediately sucked in. 

He was stunned by what he saw inside. 

All that was present is a mass of land. It is not even that big. 

There is only a pool of blood in the middle of the mass of the land. The color 

of the blood is a mixture of red and purple. 

Sam could sense the immense lightning energy present inside. He couldn’t 

help but feel the temptation from his raiju bloodline. 

This is also the best choice for him at the moment as the next evolution of his 

body would be of the lightning element due to the Raiju bloodline. 

He removed his clothes and then jumped from the edge of the pool and 

landed in the middle of the pool. The blood is so dense and condensed as he 

slowly reached the bottom of the pool. 

He was completely surrounded by the lightning elemental energy and the 

Raiju bloodline in his body is directly absorbing the condensed blood. 

It is not even absorbing the essence and energy. The condensed blood is 

directly being absorbed and consumed. 

He felt like his body is being torn apart as the blood is being rapidly absorbed 

inside through the pores of the skin. 

The pain that he is experiencing is something he couldn’t explain. It is as if 

every single pore is being expanded forcefully. 

The rest of the team who followed Sam saw him disappearing in the middle of 

nowhere. 

They couldn’t see the crack at first, but after Sam started absorbing the pool, 

they could see the spatial crack too and it started expanding bit by bit and 

soon turned into an entrance big enough for a grown man to enter. 



Vidyut felt the strong sense of lightning energy inside. He could feel how 

turbulent and controlled the energy is. 

After exchanging a glance, they decided to enter the crack and soon they 

found themselves in the small landmass. 

They saw a large whirlpool happening in the pool of blood and in the eye of 

the whirlpool Sam is sitting crosslegged with a painful sensation. He is 

completely naked and they could see his veins clearly visible from the outside 

of his body as they glowed with lightning elemental energy. It is almost like 

purple red lightning flowing in his veins. 

This process continued for hours and only by evening did the blood 

completely disappear. 

But Sam still didn’t move, the dense lightning energy is still being circulated 

inside. 

The team ran towards him to check up on him, but when they extended their 

hands, they could see the aversion the lightning energy is showing towards 

them. 

Currently, Sam is like an overcharged battery. 

They didn’t know what to do and just waited there. 

But from the looks of it, his vitals are still fine and from his expression, his pain 

also seemed to have eased a bit. 

So, they didn’t worry too much and sat there around. 

After another hour or two, they finally sensed a change in Sam’s situation. The 

turbulent circulation of lightning energy inside his body started calming down 

and became gentle and dense. 

Soon they saw a faint silver spark in the middle of all the purple blood 

lightning circulation and it slowly started spreading. The purple blood lightning 



became silver very slowly and after a long time, it finally turned completely 

turned into silver lightning which also started disappearing. 

Only by night did they see the lightning energy completely being assimilated 

within Sam. 

All of a sudden, Sam opened his eyes and shook his hand to let the beasts 

out of the divine dimension. The beasts immediately surrounded him and Dia 

used the gravitational, manipulation to slowly lift him out and carefully take 

him out of the crack leading outside. 

Before long the whole group of beasts came outside of the lightning divine 

dimension and appeared in the valley preparing for the breakthrough. 

All beasts formed a circle around Sam and finally, he managed to find relief as 

he spread the overcharged energy to the rest of the beasts. 

While doing so, Sam finally understood how he is going to break through to 

the Middle stage of Transcendence directly even though there is much more 

energy. 

It is because he has to share this with the rest of the beasts. 

If a cultivator doesn’t have to share this energy and managed to refine the 

energy and assimilate it into their body, they would have managed to break 

through from Peak stage Pre-transcendence to at least late-stage if not the 

peak stage of Transcendence. 

But with the addition of all his beasts, he wouldn’t be able to do so. But still 

assimilating and refining the energy is not exactly a walk in the park. 

After another hour, the breakthrough was finally completed and all the beasts 

opened their eyes. But Sam didn’t. They looked at Sam carefully and 

particularly Raiju who is looking at him with glowing and exciting eyes. 



Sam’s body is completely surrounded by lightning energy. The silver lightning 

crackled all over his body and it turned into a current as it entered his veins. 

It was divided into two small parts, one went to his brain, the other went to his 

nose, and final one which is the largest part surrounded his legs. 

The lightning energy completely seeped into the cells of his body as it evolved 

some parts. The small parts that entered his nose and the brain are altering 

his olfactory nerves to improve his sense of smell. 

While the lightning energy that is seeping into his body is slightly altering his 

muscle structure and bone density to improve his leg strength. 

As the time slowly passed, he could faintly feel the changes in the body. 

When he finally opened his eyes and relaxed, he could finally understand how 

much his sense of smell improved. 

He could sense the presence of the teammates through his nose more clearly 

than his eyes and the improvement is too high that he has an urge to close his 

nose and block the smell immediately. 

 


